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Dedicated Area inside Data Centre
Starting model: IMSUITE
Application: Data Centre
Description: Definition of a dedicated area for hosting
services within a data centre. The perimeter was made of
modular panels to ceiling from the IMSUITE series. The
entrance area has been protected with a safety magnetic lock
and a perimeter barrier was placed under the technical floor
and inside the false ceiling.

VT351-343002
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Broadcasting application
Starting model: VERAK® S-MAX
Application: Housing for the audio system for the expansion
of Terminal 3 at Dubai
Description: VERAK® S-MAX in 42U 800x800 version with
reducing cable made of Noril V0 self-extinguishing standards
not to exceed the curvature of the cables, fan groups and
heated side channel cable management for the “backbone” of
the wiring. The double glass doors have three points locking
both on the front and on the rear, allow an opening to 180
degrees and can be easily removed. The side panels, are
removable though, for security reasons, have the lock inside
the cabinet.
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Networking Cabinet
Starting model: IMAGE
Application: Data Network Management
Description: IMAGE range of cabinets supplied with
customized finishing for locating in areas visible to the public.
.

VT390-786095
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Cabinet for Local Area Network Node
Starting model: VERAK® S-MAX
Application: Local area network node
Description: VERAK® S-MAX open frame version customized to
Data rooms and POP (Point of Presence) application according
to Fastweb specifications. Robust and flexible, it allows the
housing of heavy equipment weighing over 200 Kg per unit.
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Server Cabinet
Starting model: VERAK® S-MAX
Application: Hosting
Description : VERAK® S-MAX 42U 600x1000 version has been
selected by FUJITSU Technology Solutions to house its server
equipment. The robustness of the cabinets and the great
flexibility in cable management allows a compact use of the
inside space permitting an high density solution.
VERAK® S-MAX has been equipped with a 100 mm
multifunction plinth that allows the use of both wheels and
adjustable feet.

VT555-500329
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Video Security Installation
Starting model: IMAGE
Application: Video security installation
Description: IMAGE cabinets for the modernization of security
control area in the shopping center in Italy. The customer has
selected the IMAGE cabinets and its related accessories to
house the video surveillance equipment. The IMAGE cabinets
offer a multifunction platform with high versatility as well as
an excellent quality / price ratio and a wide range of
accessories that allow you to deal with multiple
configurations.

IMAGE - DATACOM
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Data Centre Cabinet
Starting model: VERAK® S-MAX
Application: Network e Server recovery
Description: Vodafone has selected VERAK® S-MAX 42U and
47U versions for its Data Center. The robustness of the cabinet
and the flexibility offered on the cable management permit an
high density solution. VERAK® S-MAX has been developed in
two versions for both structured cable management and
servers hosting. The cabinet provides for an high efficiency air
flow system. Through dedicated air deflectors, the warm air
flow is pushed off from a side channel with a special 45
degrees fan tray positioned on the top of the cabinet. The
Networking version offers a 200 mm vertical channel with the
19” frame positioned on the left or on the right cabinet side.
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Data Centre Expansion
Starting model: VERAK® S-MAX
Application: Data Centre
Description: Series of cabinets for business Data Centre
expansion. The VERAK® S-MAX was selected for its versatility
and robustness allowing to accommodate multi-vendor servers
and ensuring a range of over 1000 Kg of static load. It also
offers vented doors (81%) double or single, temperature
sensor on the front door and side panels with a safety lock
inside the cabinet.
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Server Room Cabinet
Starting model: VERAK® S-MAX
Application: Server Room
Description: VERAK® S-MAX cabinets with front and back
doors equipped with electronic locks for remote access
control. VERAK® S-MAX cabinet has been customized with
customer's logo on the front door.

VT584-000199
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Cabinet for Data Centre
Starting model: IMAGE
Application: Datacom
Description: Customized cabinet with special door trim to
match Customer company logo colours. The cabinet features
rear 19" panel mounting angles split into three independent
adjustable areas for multi-vendor server. Reinforced bottom
with maximum cable entry area, top cover with fan tray
option and six different cable entry areas.

IMAGE - INTESA
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Co-location Cabinet
Starting model: IMAGE
Application: Datacom
Description: IMAGE Cabinets for co-location of equipment in
its their server farm. The 43U height cabinets are customized
with ventilated front double door that allows a physical
separation of the internal space.

VT390-785149
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Cabinet with Sound Absorbing Lining
Starting model: IMAGE
Application: Information technology
Description: Special design of the IMAGE cabinet equipped
with sound-absorbing material to reduce the noise generated
by the servers for improving the quality of working
environment.

VT390-786090
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Mini Data Centre
Starting model: IMAGE /VERAK S-MAX
Application: Datacom
Description: Mini Data Centre made of IMAGE cabinets.
This modular and easily replaceable solution maximizes the
cooling efficiency. The cold air from the false floor creates an
axial flow towards the equipment and is then expelled from
the back of the cabinets and scattered outside. The closed
structure of the Mini Data Centre maintains the controlled
temperature, creating a cold island.

MINIDATACENTER
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Complete Cold Aisle
Starting model: Blade S-Max
Application: Cold Aisle
Description: Complete cold room designed with Blade S-MAX
selected by the Customer for the side vertical cable
management channel available in a 600mm wide cabinet. In
addition, a side channel provides for additional rack units
compared to a standard 42U cabinet. In fact, besides the
traditional 19" horizontal units, 6 additional vertical units are
available for the user. Being fully compliant with most of the
servers available on the market, in combination with the
extra vertical units, makes for a high density solution.
The cabinets are configured with vented front and rear doors
(81% perforation) and a fully dedicated solution for the cable
entry management. APW has designed the “cold corridor”
metal-framed sliding doors for better management with
easier access to the 19" equipment and a marked
improvement in thermal management systems.
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Cold Corridor
Starting model: DATA CENTER
Application: Cold Corridor
Description: Updating of the existing data centre through the
“Cold Corridor” concept that allows a fast retrofitting of aged
solutions. APW has designed and installed the top cover
system and front and rear access opening. The sliding doors
are self-closing with mechanic lock.
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Data Centre Cabinet
Starting model: IMAGE
Application: Datacom
Description: IMAGE cabinet 47U 600x1000 with front and rear
double vented doors to reduce space between cabinet rows.
The rear 19" panel mounting angles are split in three sections
for multi-vendor server applications. The front and rear doors
have a combination lock for access control.
The 100 mm plinth and the light grey RAL 7035 colour
completing the specific Customer request.
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